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Translation:
The Cross of Calvary – setting the religious tone for the group

Reminiscent of:
The Wedding throws a party and invites The Comeback Kid, The Beloved, Day to Remember and IVORYLINE

The lineup:
Jake Eller on guitar
Justin Spaid on vocals
Zach Gilbert on guitar
Zeb Carpenter on bass
Brenton Grimm on drums

Currently:
Recently finished their EP, which releases on October 18th at Zeke’s, coincidentally exactly a year after their first show. Always writing music as a band with songs often inspired from verses in the Bible. They try to focus on more than just the music they play, which gives them opportunities to meet new people. Ultimately, everything they do is for the glory of God.

Hear them live:
Zeke’s, Blinks, and out of town venues like The Vaudeville Mews or at private parties, their favorite one having been in the small town of Stuart, IA
Translation:
“To victor, he owns everything” – an anti political and narcissistic ancient Chinese proverb

Reminiscent of:
Dave Matthews Band mixed with John Mayer and a dash of Coldplay. Sprinkle a little Death Cab for Cutie on top.

The lineup:
Keith Rollins on guitar, vocals, piano
Jake Staples on guitar
Omar Flores on bass
Rick Snyder on drums
James Laugerman on guitar, piano, vocals

Currently:
The band recently added members and is currently writing more music as a group. A new CD recording is in their near future. Many of the songs are started by Staples and then thrown to Rollins for lyrics and finishing touches with each member contributing unique parts.
Laugerman has also started bringing new songs to the band. With more band members (read as bigger sound), Jade Lea is looking for larger venues to fill with bigger audiences.

Hear them live:
Café Milo, 2nd Friday of every month. In the past, they’ve played at The M-Shop and The Bali Satay (and hope to continue at those venues.)

SONGS TO DOWNLOAD
- “Sunrise”
- “The Thing Is”
- “Starlight”
- “Odyssey”
- “Just Hold It Inside”

WEBSITE
Myspace.com/jadeleamusic
Also found on Youtube and iTunes